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CHINA AND SPAIN ON TRACK, PUTIN OFF TRACK 

 

CHINA ON TRACK 

China rebounds following the government’s mini-stimulus package: The HSBC manufacturing PMI rose to 52 in July, the 

strongest reading in 18 months. The PMI was up from 50.7 in June in today’s flash release and beat consensus expectations 

of 51.0. China’s authorities have all the levers of policy available to combat any slowdown. Massive foreign exchange re-

serves, high private saving and low inflation give them plenty of room for manoeuvre, which they used in a mild form after 

weakish Q1 growth. The authorities will not want to push the pace of expansion much beyond 7.5% yoy while there is no 

sign of any politically damaging rises in unemployment. Over time, the old growth model of excessive investment, particu-

larly in property, threatens further risky build-ups of private debt. As a result, China is trying to pivot to greater reliance on 

consumption. That process of reform will have hiccups along the way, but we expect the party to keep the really nasty tail 

risks from coming to pass. We forecast growth of 7.4% this year, slowing a little to 7.2% next year. The balance of risks to 

these calls is tilted to the upside. 

 

SPAIN ON TRACK 

Spain has turned into one of the fastest-growing economies in Europe, supported by a broad-based firming of domestic 

demand. According to a Bank of Spain estimate, GDP expanded 0.5% in Q2 after 0.4% qoq in Q2, bringing the yoy rate to 

1.1%. If so, this would be exactly in line with our forecasts. The Bank of Spain estimate usually predicts the official GDP 

date due on 30 July very reliably. Gains in private consumption, business investment and a rise in exports after a temporary 

dip in early 2014 added to demand in Q2. Encouragingly, the BoS also noted a “favourable behaviour of employment”. 

 

With annualised growth of roughly 1.8% in the first half of 2014, Spain comes close to our 2% call for Germany. Interest-

ingly, the two economies at the euro periphery with the most serious banking problems after 2007, Ireland and Spain, seem 

to be recovering rather fast. Spain is reaping the rewards of its reforms while half-reformed Italy and largely unreformed 

France have fallen behind. As a general pattern in the Eurozone, the countries that once had to ask for external help have 

done their homework and are among the best performers in Europe. The policies to tackle the euro crisis are paying off. 

The biggest current concerns in the Eurozone are the impact of Putin’s aggression against Ukraine on core Europe and the 

parlous state of France. These concerns are significant. But they have nothing to do with the erstwhile euro crisis. 

 

PUTIN OFF TRACK 

The downing of two Ukrainian military aircraft yesterday close to where MH17 was shot down seems to suggest one thing: 

Russia has not stopped its lethal support for pro-Russian separatists in Eastern Ukraine. According to Reuters, one rebel 

leader admitted yesterday in an interview that Russian separatists had indeed shot down MH17 and returned the rocket 

launcher to Russia thereafter. Against this backdrop, EU diplomats will today discuss options for further sanctions on Rus-

sia. After a major hardening in tone from European leaders including Dutch PM Rutte and German Chancellor Merkel in 

the last few days, further sanctions look likely, possibly with a focus on making it difficult for Russia to raise finance in the 

West. Jointly with the ongoing capital flight out of Russia, such sanctions – and the uncertainty about how far sanctions 

could be tightened in the future – could have a meaningful impact on the Russian economy over time. Last Friday, we cut 

our call for Russian GDP this year from 0% to -1.0%. The risk of a more serious Russian recession keeps rising. 
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